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NOTE recognizability 0.891
48b0dbd9-2b0d-4e1a-947c-de645ad17e69
00:00:13.030 --> 00:00:16.780
Hello, I'm Matthew Ellison, the President of Sixteen:Fifteen Church
Missions
96b45388-589e-4c0c-91c8-769f78e74249
00:00:16.780 --> 00:00:22.090
Coaching, and I also serve as a Church Missions Coach for
Sixteen:Fifteen. And I'm joined today by
78766786-c6c7-499f-b05a-dfcdbd4ed3eb
00:00:22.090 --> 00:00:24.360
a long-time and very close friend, Chris Olson.
2edddc62-22f7-4f68-b05f-db96e65db29b
00:00:24.360 --> 00:00:28.910
Chris Olson and I have been doing missions together for over twenty
years, hard to believe but
5b340275-9f56-4ef0-a4d5-42058ee164bd
00:00:28.910 --> 00:00:33.700
it's true.
[Chris:] It's true.
[Matthew:] And the reason I wanted Chris to be part of this
conversation is
feca4517-5e86-40a6-9289-ac0a0df833b7
00:00:33.700 --> 00:00:38.340
because like me, Chris has extensive time spent in the local church
0f0c7fa8-a098-4334-8861-af368cf338b1
00:00:38.340 --> 00:00:42.470
and extensive time spent in the mission agency world, and so I think
c6074062-4aea-4a9f-ac8b-b10f233ca43f
00:00:42.470 --> 00:00:46.390
you're uniquely suited to address this conversation. Now, what I want
to talk about today
605ab524-f832-4d9c-ae3d-6c42ffac79fd
00:00:46.390 --> 00:00:51.420
Chris, is this, from a Pastor's perspective, what I wish,
4aaa684c-d0c1-41e7-a4b5-881fc3347ce5

00:00:51.420 --> 00:00:55.460
mission agencies knew about local churches. And so,
b54ad689-f2a2-49b1-a479-6151cf763f3d
00:00:55.460 --> 00:00:59.990
here's my first question Chris, in your interaction and work with
mission agencies5ec6d220-de24-4244-b63a-40beb91839f4
00:00:59.990 --> 00:01:01.860
I'm speaking to you as churchman right now267ed828-3517-40e0-8042-02e1de8dd81d
00:01:01.860 --> 00:01:04.530
you're a churchman[Chris:] Okay.
[Matthew:] What's been the most frustrating?
1ac7ac47-f7c8-467c-b54b-b9c8187bdfbd
00:01:07.380 --> 00:01:09.750
[Chris:] I think the most frustrating thing,
0245b6ba-0e7a-42aa-8349-bcc2fb2dabfa
00:01:09.750 --> 00:01:14.590
it's a little bit hard to describe, but let me get shot at it. Most
mission agencies have worked
36900524-8822-445a-b28d-b52a9be77f38
00:01:14.590 --> 00:01:18.970
hard on their vision and their strategy, their missions, so to speak.
[Matthew:] Right.
bc12f363-c850-4e52-956b-a8b76eff6084
00:01:18.970 --> 00:01:23.850
[Chris:] They know where they're headed, they know what they
specialize in, they know what their niches, so to speak.
[Matthew:] Right.
335536e5-dc6d-4b34-9573-7b07a33d74d6
00:01:23.850 --> 00:01:29.370
A lot of churches are relatively new, newly
b705580f-1e5a-475c-b031-7635b023b67d
00:01:29.370 --> 00:01:34.240
taking up their own duties and responsibilities of the Great
Commission and they are
c7841d12-5254-4e86-bb20-6039198e502a

00:01:34.240 --> 00:01:39.420
less certain. But those that have advanced to the point where they
have heard from God about their
d7341b5c-8282-44bf-a55e-4d427f841293
00:01:39.420 --> 00:01:44.710
vision and strategy often meet a stonewall when they approach an
agency
c34c6561-076e-47be-ae46-6ba243bb9643
00:01:44.710 --> 00:01:49.210
for particular help because their vision and their strategy doesn't
necessarily match the
42f4ea50-6e14-4866-bed6-170055c02ea5
00:01:49.210 --> 00:01:49.710
agency's missions better.
a391c06e-061a-41de-8b25-81ca72378ac9
00:01:51.090 --> 00:01:56.330
That doesn't mean they can't work together, they can't help one
another, but it is a difficult place to
53925e11-8630-4f77-9278-cd07d213114f
00:01:56.330 --> 00:02:00.520
start where you have a different vision.
[Matthew:] So I want to speak into that one
cfe14b01-653d-4307-816d-0b9401198739
00:02:00.520 --> 00:02:04.150
as well. I would say the thing -as a churchman, I'm speaking as
d8a46064-7a68-4365-bb8f-52cb02a1d4b9
00:02:04.150 --> 00:02:07.890
churchman- that is most frustrating about my interaction with not only
74e37e14-dec0-4e82-a4f0-7af771251f01
00:02:07.890 --> 00:02:11.370
niches, but something I call, "the pitch"
[Chris:] Yes. Okay.
[Matthew:] So you meet
db28642e-0c91-4be2-9938-8e2347270022
00:02:11.370 --> 00:02:16.180
an agency person, and you just, you meet him for the first-time and
without hesitation they
a8f61393-88c7-4301-affc-66beb8d2d8de

00:02:16.180 --> 00:02:20.520
dive into their sales pitch...
[Chris:] Can I tell you about Wycliffe Bible Translators?
[Matthew:] Yes.
[Chris:] Yeah, I used to work there.
e61bab49-1e4e-4fc1-a2a8-291094da1b03
00:02:20.520 --> 00:02:25.000
[Matthew:] You get the brochure and they spend little time listening
to you, or even
bef179f1-bd9c-4741-b1b4-0ff65143b844
00:02:25.000 --> 00:02:29.330
asking you about your vision for the world, as a local church, you
have a vision to reach the world.
cf6a8765-63bc-4a23-af0a-658067c4cc25
00:02:29.330 --> 00:02:32.790
So, oftentimes it feels like this, like they're saying, "Join us in
our
231e91bf-ed57-4bbe-b34d-f6cbb433fce5
00:02:32.790 --> 00:02:37.380
vision." instead of saying, "Can we join you in the vision God has
given
bea7a079-7974-4e01-9034-bb4080a905fa
00:02:37.380 --> 00:02:40.940
the church to reach the world?" So, I think one of my points of
frustration is what I
cea0ae90-e5d3-402e-927e-73407bff9daf
00:02:40.940 --> 00:02:45.870
call "the pitch", okay? So, let's flip this question, Chris, in your
interaction
5edae6b5-d545-4414-a3af-3bf148784a11
00:02:45.870 --> 00:02:50.230
with agencies also from a church perspective what has been most
rewarding
2b673c4b-4b6e-436f-ab77-1c8ba832d831
00:02:50.230 --> 00:02:55.160
or fruitful?
[Chris:] What's been most fruitful for us is when we're interacting
with

266111c3-64e8-428a-b789-a65510c98d9a
00:02:55.160 --> 00:02:59.940
agencies that have some special talents, some special skills
443df735-c5ec-44ca-bb79-c84124667f37
00:02:59.940 --> 00:03:03.890
that are very difficult for local churches to build from scratch. An
obvious
68df9b77-fabd-460a-9b0c-2c3cc9a07ac4
00:03:03.890 --> 00:03:08.930
example, is the firm that I used to work for Wycliffe Bible
Translators in the Seed Company who
f0620294-6012-4521-9163-7749a49852c5
00:03:08.930 --> 00:03:13.670
specializes in bible translation. Not only do they have Linguists but
they also have people with a lot of
fac4ea47-7e19-4f76-9dab-a38e9561a64f
00:03:13.670 --> 00:03:18.670
experience managing translation projects all over the world in
different cultures
d44863a6-f948-437d-9bcc-94d6f35e0121
00:03:18.670 --> 00:03:20.890
and different environments. And that's a real challenge
4687d175-717f-4c3f-b75e-5023bf5accfe
00:03:20.890 --> 00:03:26.210
for a church to come up speeding on, from scratch, so that's been very
fruitful. The
8024c0f6-0d00-4574-a528-a45eaa86b627
00:03:26.210 --> 00:03:30.060
secondary that's been very fruitful for us, is agencies that have a
field
aecfbdce-e152-40a6-b3f5-d33242f9f8c1
00:03:30.060 --> 00:03:33.180
presence and are able to do things like hire employees in the field.
1e1c348b-8e02-4f06-93f7-a955825ddea2
00:03:33.180 --> 00:03:36.500
That's very difficult for us to do it because we have to
e1494214-89d8-40b2-9487-16304dac52be
00:03:36.500 --> 00:03:40.880
surmount all the kinds of laws that you meet in countries around the

world.
0e4c3cac-0036-45fa-b051-2c84a738466b
00:03:40.880 --> 00:03:46.220
We're in that situation right now in reference of South America, for
example.
[Matthew:] Right. So again, I'm going to
speak on that point
6070a0de-8393-423c-988c-7186a694d5ea
00:03:46.220 --> 00:03:51.150
as well. Mine's going to be really general the thing that's been most
rewarding for me,
a3a1bc8f-2b37-4ac1-a24c-ce0bd61c6ec6
00:03:51.150 --> 00:03:53.570
most fruitful, is I've seen a growing number
fed1e6a9-85b3-42d0-8fa3-2bcb6627e937
00:03:53.570 --> 00:03:57.580
of mission agencies that are no longer trying to do missions for
9bb9946a-73c8-421b-8a0b-2c08dfbef981
00:03:57.580 --> 00:04:01.680
churches but they want to do missions with them.
[Chris:] Okay.
90363dab-aeda-41d0-9762-df55d705c763
00:04:01.680 --> 00:04:04.370
[Matthew:] So, they're shifting the way they relate to churches.
46b2b82b-bcd1-46c7-865f-cb013beb79be
00:04:04.370 --> 00:04:07.940
They're not just viewing churches as a funding source but they're in
fact giving the
7063b4c0-cc01-4622-97aa-3a9998f238fd
00:04:07.940 --> 00:04:12.930
churches, allowing churches a seat at the table and really
understanding
ef754c23-5ad9-484e-9524-e402df9da766
00:04:12.930 --> 00:04:17.740
that churches are God-designed central-players in world missions. I've
seen a big shift,
414aa65c-52fa-43b6-a1ac-55bdbb8bd21c
00:04:17.740 --> 00:04:23.320
have you seen that big shift as well? Agencies changing how they

relate to churches?
[Chris:] I'm starting to see that in my
d0ef6b06-a477-4dec-aae2-4dd3d98114a2
00:04:23.320 --> 00:04:28.890
own direct experience fifteen years ago I worked with an agency that
dca83a03-1174-47a9-8fe5-e8d14c1d9053
00:04:28.890 --> 00:04:32.330
just felt like it was too expensive to reach out
39ad0399-2f07-42c7-83a4-e650c9f9706e
00:04:32.330 --> 00:04:37.130
and engage churches even though they have desire to do so because they
always had to make the first move. So the first
0d470da5-1100-4a37-90b5-36a4307de5c3
00:04:37.130 --> 00:04:37.960
trip to the church,
d866c4aa-8add-438b-bf98-545da55fd66a
00:04:39.280 --> 00:04:43.170
second trip to the church, always at their expense, often coming up
dry.
02813584-1b16-4075-a5a6-524e19540706
00:04:43.170 --> 00:04:46.750
It would take a big budget to do that. What I think is happening now
is
6f88dbd0-b0c0-43c6-babd-772e4911c8d3
00:04:46.750 --> 00:04:51.240
more and more churches are approaching agencies and those agencies
that are prepared to work
a4273598-7ea5-4aba-a99e-d795b9682328
00:04:51.240 --> 00:04:56.070
with churches can be often very productive and fruitful when the
agency, when the church rather,
bed54d37-c662-4e7b-915e-098e8a96159a
00:04:56.070 --> 00:05:00.870
makes the first move.
[Matthew:] Yeah, that's good. So, what do you wish agencies,
f1b45aa2-368e-43b1-87ab-1fe32957b56b
00:05:00.870 --> 00:05:02.310
organizations

db3cf23c-aae8-447e-98ea-9ed26d2c309a
00:05:02.310 --> 00:05:06.600
knew about local churches, maybe that they just don't seem to get,
what is it
d5ceb68e-9504-4a5c-a754-ee3320733c86
00:05:06.600 --> 00:05:12.660
you wish mission agencies knew about local churches?
5011ce97-1dd7-4d39-9414-5c97cad5d6fb
00:05:12.660 --> 00:05:16.660
[Chris:] Well, one thing I think agencies do know about local
churches, but it's not always in the front of their
c27fa09f-285b-454c-9224-310f7a0107f3
00:05:16.660 --> 00:05:20.640
minds that is that almost every local church I know of, when they look
at the
2abef817-d52c-4759-9f28-bb5b81e3b55d
00:05:20.640 --> 00:05:24.910
missions budget, they're always under the gun that have other hundred
other ways that could be
f7498c79-eb3c-4bcb-94b1-02ecd548a630
00:05:24.910 --> 00:05:29.920
spending that money and they're very wary about

up-front outlays

35681a87-dba2-4022-833c-766a71ea8842
00:05:31.010 --> 00:05:34.470
that might not bear fruit consistent with their vision. So,
3f5fd5c3-02d5-49fb-adda-0425ada79b69
00:05:34.470 --> 00:05:39.590
I think agencies need to keep that in mind. I'm not saying agencies
are flush necessarily but I
7392aff1-984c-450c-81b4-690c02c06947
00:05:39.590 --> 00:05:44.290
am saying, generally, the whole process of budgeting and managing
limited funds
17a630c0-28f1-42d3-ab59-be5605d3e123
00:05:44.290 --> 00:05:49.180
as a different flavor, a different character in local churches.
Agencies need to realize that.
[Matthew:] Yeah, I
513a567b-e6c7-4576-b0ba-d23b45bef746

00:05:49.180 --> 00:05:53.990
want to speak into this one is well. Now, I'm thinking about sending
agencies, that is, mission agencies that actually
f09ec01b-bccb-499f-80d6-e0cffc9effbd
00:05:53.990 --> 00:05:56.960
help churches send missionaries. I think one of the things that
d7d88dcf-de6a-40af-9352-f7ecbb38330a
00:05:56.960 --> 00:06:01.700
agencies often don't get is that when missionaries come out of the
church,
cd64ba97-4205-46ce-bc82-8a7d6aab9a16
00:06:01.700 --> 00:06:06.070
The church -not all- but I think many churches want to stay connected
38600f1a-4888-421b-9a06-59ef6a67dab3
00:06:06.070 --> 00:06:10.360
to those people so it's frustrating when it's kind
cec927d2-4a9a-40d9-bc31-1f0c2ad5f115
00:06:10.360 --> 00:06:15.810
of, "Thanks we have your people, we have your money, and we'll take it
from here." And one of the things I often
c5f3072d-20ef-4762-9bb5-2de6ed6ad21d
00:06:15.810 --> 00:06:20.750
tell agencies is, "Listen, if a missionary gets murdered -and this
happens- and it's going to continue
8f956742-924a-4284-bffd-d4e128b0d5f7
00:06:20.750 --> 00:06:25.700
to happen because that's how the Gospel advances meant, they don't
send those missionary bodies back to
2509e5dd-f29a-4b1e-8312-c8fdce12408f
00:06:25.700 --> 00:06:29.900
an agency, they send them back to the local church.
[Chris:] That's exactly right.
675ebc1b-bcfa-45f7-9412-8079dc2aab88
00:06:29.900 --> 00:06:34.770
[Matthew] And so, I think, again it's really important, speaking to
the mission-sending agency now is to
b0bbcefd-e63c-4f6d-81af-d157b4a09b58
00:06:34.770 --> 00:06:39.690
realize that lots of churches, what a vital role working

3c26d096-a644-43ca-b56c-9edbf0d33177
00:06:39.690 --> 00:06:44.410
with the agency, sending their people to the field.
[Chris:] I think that's right. Now, I want to give you an example and
32af254c-6cb3-4908-955c-80fce918e7f1
00:06:44.410 --> 00:06:48.110
it's not nearly as traumatic as the one you just sited. But we're in a
situation right now
bc184111-cb0b-467b-bebd-09b0cdc67dd2
00:06:48.110 --> 00:06:53.180
where we have a partner agency in the field, and this in a country in
South America
6dac94fc-15b0-4cee-96e2-91c19778a3c8
00:06:53.180 --> 00:07:00.320
and we have provided the funding and the support for three
f3a48c57-9166-414e-bfe6-ddd297715411
00:07:00.320 --> 00:07:05.060
Indigenous people to be hired full-time to work at the church planting
movement we're trying to
08a25adc-b3b5-48b5-9cc9-dc11853f9aae
00:07:05.060 --> 00:07:09.460
get established. Our agency partner has done all the mechanics of
doing the hiring and that
785bda87-657c-4bf5-9da8-5b46ab2a8cf1
00:07:09.460 --> 00:07:14.260
kind of stuff, but we've agreed up-front. Now these are our
missionaries, now,
[Matthew:] Right.
fbf63556-940b-46b2-a8e0-ddb5d8763dd7
00:07:14.260 --> 00:07:18.090
what we discovered were, that one of our missionaries got laid off,
and another
ae358a5b-8de1-4cd9-a5b2-0dff62403ddb
00:07:18.090 --> 00:07:21.300
one was hired, and sent to a place that's not within the scope of our
d11898fa-cbb0-42c4-a102-7c539f0c3221
00:07:21.300 --> 00:07:26.370
vision, so it's an example where when the partnership is forged,

5960fb55-9a2a-42f2-a35a-4ca3cc9d54d8
00:07:26.370 --> 00:07:29.350
you almost can't do too much communication. You need a lot of
0272971d-c247-4d3a-a136-91e8b09fcbd6
00:07:29.350 --> 00:07:34.230
communication
[Matthew:] That's really good[Chris:] -and you can keep the vision up-front between agency and
ce63754f-f987-419c-ad49-e1b5169f9aac
00:07:34.230 --> 00:07:38.850
the church because they're going to have a unique combined vision that
maybe
5440843c-75cb-498b-ae65-d86a28979cce
00:07:38.850 --> 00:07:44.260
not exactly matching either the church or the agency but that's the
weather moving forward in partnership.
[Matthew:]I think it's important that
f3b1d8b9-d4e8-4bab-b9de-251df228d317
00:07:44.260 --> 00:07:49.110
agencies realize missionaries are sent from churches.
[Chris:] Well that's true, even
a85717e6-00b5-4a67-8e75-a07f730e3312
00:07:49.110 --> 00:07:52.930
if you need some indigenous person, if the church is paying for it,
the church is supporting it, pouring for
839d29ba-163d-400d-a087-6f978284a992
00:07:52.930 --> 00:07:58.100
them every week, they're, they're coming from the church.
[Matthew:] So, keep them in the loop. Communicate.
602749e1-41d8-44c2-b075-b462309ca6cd
00:07:58.100 --> 00:08:02.480
Over communicate.
[Chris:] Yes.
[Matthew:] So Chris, here's a question,
74f1d4bd-38f3-46d2-b041-7f43170ac603

00:08:02.480 --> 00:08:06.590
do you think local churches should go at this alone if they have the
ability
a49a69a4-dc7d-4de8-86a0-f775b5c19b3f
00:08:06.590 --> 00:08:13.140
and that resources? Do you think that they should try and do missions
without the agency?
da5f5408-19b8-487e-b191-56c52d34a32e
00:08:13.140 --> 00:08:14.090
[Chris:] You know, in some
f5240913-5761-4a8c-bb13-846799a15ca4
00:08:15.120 --> 00:08:20.040
situations, it may be possible for that to be done successfully for
churches
f5c9a6eb-0722-49c5-ae66-035107063c01
00:08:20.040 --> 00:08:26.070
that have a lot of resources both human and financial resources. But,
551f36ba-91c5-43ca-978b-b37afc32021d
00:08:26.070 --> 00:08:26.730
so many agencies
030b4663-bfe6-49b6-9770-abb9fd7fd9c0
00:08:26.730 --> 00:08:31.630
has special capabilities and special experience[Matthew:] Right.
[Chris:] -that often I think it's wasteful
153c2dc7-a767-4eb4-a031-29b818c67020
00:08:31.630 --> 00:08:37.130
for a church to go forward without an agency even if they do make
steady,
88e21e0c-df43-45f7-82e3-957408312fa1
00:08:37.130 --> 00:08:43.130
albeit slow progress, I think many churches could go much faster
toward their vision with the
a5992ba7-cba5-4e16-aec6-0531f0367be0
00:08:43.130 --> 00:08:47.810
help and maintenance[Matthew:] And I agree with you. I've been really excited to see this
paradigm shift for local churches are moving

7de3acd7-ac6b-454b-bfed-7ef762dadf01
00:08:47.810 --> 00:08:52.800
from supportive role to an active role and they don't just want to
give money and send people, they want to
a30c593f-095b-4f92-8ba2-f6412087575a
00:08:52.800 --> 00:08:56.630
be engaged themselves but I would caution them not to do it
6e16f197-0da6-46e8-b6cf-8e7e058cce91
00:08:56.630 --> 00:09:02.100
without the agency. Again, some maybe capable of it but agencies have
cc5a7306-95d0-4827-abdb-6fe2bbcda011
00:09:02.100 --> 00:09:07.100
expertise, experience, resources, a value proposition
b6951bf2-cb7c-4554-a5ce-f9861ec8be48
00:09:07.100 --> 00:09:10.890
and here's the good news is, there's a growing number of agencies that
want
fe59d10b-f1c1-4df3-bc41-f08b7b8a0d48
00:09:10.890 --> 00:09:15.530
a vital relationship with local churches. Twenty years ago, I would
say, you'd be hard-pressed to
ae05d6cc-95ff-40e3-b182-6a6912a6c524
00:09:15.530 --> 00:09:20.300
find the organization that really wanted to partner with the local
church in engagement. They
a35c6c17-ea07-4d12-ba0b-d40af499b178
00:09:20.300 --> 00:09:25.130
wanted money, they wanted people, but, today there's a growing number
of agencies that really have a
dfb2ff3b-8365-45f5-a02a-75d58a2999d0
00:09:25.130 --> 00:09:30.410
high view of the local church. So I think we should do it together.
[Chris:] Well, I'll give you an example, today
f700ec57-8ded-44e4-bd88-4106a461ebe4
00:09:30.410 --> 00:09:35.100
there are millions of refugees all over the world and in many
countries,
3faef0cb-877d-406e-8b88-81d7075e7868

00:09:35.100 --> 00:09:39.600
it's illegal to hire refugees except under special circumstances. To
minister
83828f08-bc54-420b-86c0-d3530f93c0be
00:09:39.600 --> 00:09:43.540
to those refugees, you often need the expertise of an agency that's
a7e69353-0b11-4b88-bdf4-a3bcbc9776fd
00:09:43.540 --> 00:09:49.060
learned how to do that kind of thing. To establish a business that can
successfully hire under a given set
01e6991b-f83d-4946-a9ac-3969afd1476d
00:09:49.060 --> 00:09:54.030
of laws over
[Matthew:] That's right. They have experience, expertise, and they got
a value proposition that most
f3bf58ca-84fa-4e70-908c-63f95d666424
00:09:54.030 --> 00:09:57.180
churches don't possess, right?
[Matthew:] So Chris what I'd like you to do in closing
c1aed0a9-a2cf-4cbb-97ff-a8793ac82389
00:09:57.180 --> 00:10:01.610
here today is, I'd like you to address the mission agency person
d4f0c989-dffd-4ac1-8d59-67feda1985df
00:10:01.610 --> 00:10:06.010
who is in the church partnership. Give them a word of encouragement
and then flip that around, I
ea84abf3-3a0b-49d8-88b2-c3134c1f1883
00:10:06.010 --> 00:10:10.940
want you to talk to the churchman, who is wondering about how to have
a better relationship with the
3745240c-17c6-4865-84bb-905dbd9eac98
00:10:10.940 --> 00:10:16.990
mission agency.
[Chris:] Okay. Well, I think the message to those two parties has some
commonality.
1b23bc3e-c6f8-4afe-b931-7160818ef3a6
00:10:16.990 --> 00:10:23.380
The commonality is the word persevere. But let me address the mission

agency first of all:
172a9363-0021-4719-9306-ec2608e87de6
00:10:23.380 --> 00:10:26.950
You understand your agency well and I'm sure you work very
4ab50a05-1f8f-4cac-8073-4e5992d2848a
00:10:26.950 --> 00:10:31.590
hard in understanding the church's world that you work with, the
second part of that problem is going
eb6087fc-95c0-42fa-91d0-7c33ece54562
00:10:31.590 --> 00:10:35.750
to be a lot harder to achieve though, to understand churches
efb30d62-5169-409f-a617-73a29f561b1c
00:10:35.750 --> 00:10:40.680
well especially if you're dealing with multiple churches. So I would
say, persevere. Don't let
a5ebd2fe-a780-4b19-8385-6d99874e3059
00:10:40.680 --> 00:10:45.230
an early failure sometime or a step-on-the toe, so to speak, turn
0f8d8132-fec1-4825-b9f9-e45796ab7822
00:10:45.230 --> 00:10:50.730
you away because the local church has so much to offer your agency.
God is going to use the
23fc18cf-5c31-4bb6-b002-e768ef64b6a8
00:10:50.730 --> 00:10:55.570
local church in an awesome, and even a miraculous way to fulfill
c84f5be5-176a-4dfa-ae9b-46fe7d173a09
00:10:55.570 --> 00:11:00.530
the Great Commission. So don't turn away from it just because they're
difficult. Now, as to the church
e1aca14c-3430-402b-a2c4-155689a88cae
00:11:00.530 --> 00:11:05.790
person, my message is similar in terms of persevering. Things
02c6487b-f337-48ad-95a2-68ed182e5966
00:11:05.790 --> 00:11:10.920
won't always go smoothly, remember, you've got a vision you're working
towards; the agency person has a
a383c546-4365-463f-92a6-363541f9ab44
00:11:10.920 --> 00:11:16.350
vision that they are working towards with what's consistent with what

they're agency is called to do.
50784cbc-f9cc-4acb-a40d-ededaa13a217
00:11:16.350 --> 00:11:20.060
You got to want to look for commonalities there so, if you could use
the special
64c2db4a-1ac7-4795-9629-490cfef4ba63
00:11:20.060 --> 00:11:25.980
skills and talents of the agency in a productive way, but remember
that your counterparts on the agency
68c955fb-0a65-4c1a-852b-fa321bd68863
00:11:25.980 --> 00:11:29.780
side, are working to fulfill the agency's vision. So you need to
c862bfa7-32bd-4309-ab58-1c8d0106cb2d
00:11:29.780 --> 00:11:34.380
approach them with understanding and
to get exactly what you

patience. It may take some time

d9f07862-3a6f-4e38-943e-f98120cf249b
00:11:34.380 --> 00:11:39.340
need, from agency participation. But the partnership with the agency
is
019236e9-1f85-4f77-b977-e8368fc01819
00:11:39.340 --> 00:11:44.350
going to be very fruitful and worthwhile.
partners.

God loves and blesses

[Matthew:] That's right.
73420cbe-e2e1-46c4-bbfe-2dddf4cc9ada
00:11:44.350 --> 00:11:48.460
Okay we're going to close. Partnership can be messy. It takes time
a1903544-3323-4ef6-acbc-6bde447a0f45
00:11:48.460 --> 00:11:53.110
but persevere because it's worth it. It's biblical.
[Chris:] Exactly.
[Matthew:] Right. Thanks for being here, Chris.
3d4e0c4e-4e49-4e25-83af-40c549fc5501
00:11:53.110 --> 00:11:55.690
[Chris:] Well, God bless you!

[Matthew:] God bless you!
e34740f8-3f18-4831-b459-4fdad44f6823
00:11:57.660 --> 00:11:58.160
[Chris:] And you guys too!

